We consider a queueing system with two types of servers and two types of customers. General-use servers can provide service to either customer type while limited-use servers can be used only for one of the two. Though the apparent Markovian state space of this system is five-dimensional, we show that an aggregation results in an exact two-dimensional representation that is also Markovian. Matrix geometric theory is used to obtain approximations for the mean delay times and other measures of interest for each customer type. We illustrate the methodology by applying it to analyze a token discount policy used by the Triborough Bridge and Tunnel Authority.
Green rate X and all service times are exponentially distributed. Type G customers arrive at rate XG = qX and must be served by a type G server. Type R customers arrive at rate XR pX and "prefer" receiving service from a type R customer; i.e., if servers of both types are idle at a type R arrival epoch, the customer enters service with a type R server. Service times are exponentially distributed with rate I.G for type G servers and rate 1R for type R servers. Customers of either type who arrive and find all servers busy wait in queue in the order of their arrival. In addition, a type G arrival must wait in line if a type R server is idle but all type G servers are busy; while a type R arrival in this case can enter service immediately even when the system has a queue (of type G customers). The service order discipline is FCFS except that in the case when a type R server frees and the first customer in queue is of type G, the first type R customer in line, if any, will enter service next. This operational policy decreases the delay of the type R customer (and hence subsequent customers) without increasing the delay of the type G customers ahead of him.
In order to obtain the steady-state distribution of the number of customers of each type in the system, it would be necessary to have state variables corresponding to the number of type R customers waiting in queue, the number of type G customers waiting in queue, the number of busy type R servers, the number of busy type G servers, and the number of type G customers who have been passed into service by a type P customer. This state space, of course, would lead to an intractable model. Fortunately, there is an alternate formulation. Note that the system has two queues of waiting customers-one consisting of both type R and type G customers in FCFS order, and one consisting only of type G customers who have been passed by a type R customer. We will call these queues the restricted queue and the general queue, respectively. We define the rules of movement for customers as follows: * All customers initially arrive to the restricted queue and enter service immediately if an appropriate server is available. Type G customers who arrive to an empty restricted queue and find a type R server available, but all type G servers busy, immediately move to the general queue. * When a type G server becomes free, the first customer in the general queue is taken into service. If there is no general queue, the first customer in the restricted queue starts service. * When a type R server becomes free and there is a restricted queue, (note that this alternative implies all type G servers are busy), the first customer in the restricted queue is examined: a. If that customer is a type R, he starts service at once; b. If that customer is a type G, he is instantly moved to the general queue, the next customer in the restricted queue is then examined, and the process continues until either a type R customer is found or the queue is empty.
The system as described above can be represented as a bivariate Markov process with states (i, j), i-, j ,> 0 where i is the number of type R customers in service plus the number of customers (of either type) in the restricted queue, and j is the number of type G customers in service plus the number of customers in the general queue. Note, however, that since there can be no queue if a type G server is free, there are no states (i, j) where i > m and j < n. To see that the process is Markovian, note that (i) for any state (i, j), the number of busy type R servers is given by NR = min i, m }, and the number of busy type G servers is given by NG = minlj, n}, and (ii) the probability that any customer in the restricted queue is of a given type is just the probability that an arbitrary arrival is of this type. Thus, this two-dimensional state space contains all the information necessary to probabilistically describe the future of the system. For any given starting state (i, j), the set of possible successor states and the associated formulae for the transition rates depend on the state of the overall system as follows: * For states (i, j), i < m, j < n, all arrivals start service immediately with their associated server type. So transitions will be to state (i + 1, j ) with rate XR, to (i, j + 1) with rate XG, to (i -1, j) with rate iIR (for i> 0), and to (i,j -1) with rate IUIG (for j > 0). * States (m, j)j < n are those states in which all type R servers are busy, but at least 1 type G server is idle. Consequently, an arrival of either type will immediately start service with a type G server causing a transition to state (m, j + 1) at rate X. Transitions corresponding to departures take the system to state (m -1, j) and occur at rate muR, and transitions to state (m, j -1) occur at rate jUG. * For states (i, j), i < m, j -n, an arrival will cause a transition to state (i + 1, j) with rate AR, or to state (i, j + 1) with rate XG. These transition rates apply because a type R customer can immediately enter service with a type R server, while a type G arrival must join the general queue. A departure will cause a transition to state (i -1, j) with rate it/R (for i > 0), or to state (i, j -1) with rate nfG. * States (i, j), i >inm, j -n, correspond to all servers busy. Since all arrivals join the restricted queue, transitions to state (i + 1, j) are at rate X. Departure transitions fall into three cases: Case 1. i = m. The system has no restricted queue and a departure from state (i, j) causes a transition to state (i -1, j) at rate M,uR or to state (i,j -1) at rate nfG.
Case 2. i > m, j = n. The system has a restricted queue, but no Green general queue. When a type G server becomes free, the first customer in the queue, regardless of type, will enter service and, therefore, move from the restricted system into the general system. Hence, the transition is to state (i -1, n) at rate nfUG. If a type R server becomes free and the first customer in queue is type R, the transition is again to state (i -1, n). The rate of the transition in this case will be m,uRp and, therefore, the total rate of transition to state (i -1, n) is m,uRp + nfUlG. Finally, if a type R server frees and the first customer in queue is type G the transition will be to state ( Note that the rules of movement guarantee that at any arrival epoch, the time spent in the restricted queue will be identical for both customer types. So the expected total waiting time in queue for a type G customer is simply the sum of the expected time spent by an arbitrary customer in the restricted queue plus the expected wait in the general queue. Therefore, all of the usual performance measures of interest could be obtained from the steady-state distribution for this formulation of the model. However, the resulting balance equations are quite complex and there are no analytic nor numerical methods currently available for efficiently calculating exact solutions. In the next section, we describe an efficient methodology for obtaining approximate steady-state probabilities. Numerical results, described in Section 3, indicate that the approximation can yield accurate results for reasonably large systems.
Before proceeding with the development and solution of the approximate model, it is important to determine conditions for the existence of a steady-state solution for the actual model. Necessary conditions can be obtained by considering special cases. For example, if all customers are of type G, the system reduces to MIMIn and, therefore, it is necessary that XG < nAG. Similarly, if all customers are of type R, the service rate when all servers are busy is mAR + nliG, which is also the maximum departure rate when the system has both customer types. Therefore, we must have X < mAIR + nAG. Numerical results indicate that when these two conditions are met, a limiting distribution will exist.
APPROXIMATION OF THE STEADY-STATE DISTRIBUTION
The state space of the model described in the last section is infinite in both dimensions. In this section, we show how this system can be approximated by a two-dimensional Markov process with a finite second state variable, and with a steady-state distribution of the matrix-geometric form investigated by Neuts [1978] . This approximation allows us to develop a simple computational procedure for obtaining the steadystate probabilities.
The standard method of truncation would assume that there exists an integer K > n such that at an arrival or departure epoch any type G customer who would cause a transition to state (., K + 1) is instead "lost. Green (Ai and R denote the A and R matrices "padded" with n columns of zeros to make the resulting dimension (K -n + 1) x (K + 1)). R can be solved by iterative substitution.
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND EXAMPLES
Computer runs were performed on an IBM 4341, for varying proportions of restricted to general servers and restricted to general customers under several levels of overall system congestion. (We define system congestion here to be p = X/(m,R + nAG).) The total number of servers ranged from 6 to 10. One of the primary issues examined was the effect of the truncation parameter K on solution accuracy. This issue was studied by finding the minimum K, denoted by K, necessary to obtain a specified level of numerical stability in the mean number of customers in each part of the system. In particular, let L(R)(K) be the mean number of customers in the restricted system as computed when the truncation parameter is K, and let L(G)(K) be the analogous measure for the general system, i.e., Table I illustrates how K fluctuates under varying system parameters. In the examples given, AUR = ,UG although the results are almost identical for A R = 2/AG. The most significant observation is that although K tends to increase somewhat as the overall system congestion increases, it is most sensitive to the general customer traffic intensity PG = XG/nl/G. For the cases examined, a K of 14 was found to be the maximum necessary truncation parameter whenever PG < 0.75. This truncation value remained valid even when the overall system congestion p was 0.9. The CPU time involved for this size problem is approximately 10 seconds. This CPU time increases dramatically as K becomes larger-for K = 18, it is approximately 47 seconds and for K = 22, about 100 seconds. Table  I also shows PK, the probability that the waiting room is full, for each K. Since the approximation affects only transitions from this state, the small magnitude of these numbers confirms that the K's are large enough to keep the approximation errors small.
As an illustration of how the model could be used for decision making, we studied a situation involving toll booths on the section of the Triborough Bridge which connects the boroughs of Queens and the Bronx in New York City. Although a toll plaza is a multiple queue situation, the model presented in this paper can be used as an approximation since the service order discipline does not permit the blocking of restricted customers (in this case, cars with exact change or tokens) by general customers (cars which need change) when a restricted server (automatic booth) is available. The use of a single queue model to approximate a multiple queue system is not uncommon and was, in fact, the method used by Edie [1954] in his classical study of toll booth delays at the Lincoln Tunnel. The resulting delays will, of course, underestimate the This toll plaza of the Triborough Bridge has 8 toll booths in each direction, 4 of which are automatic exact change lanes that can be used as manual lanes, if necessary. Since automatic booths are cheaper to operate, and the use of exact change reduces transaction times, the Triborough Bridge and Tunnel Authority (TBTA) sells tokens to customers at a discount to encourage their use. Thus, the TBTA is interested in determining the tradeoffs between the size of the discount and the Green number of automatic booths that can be effectively used. That is, when traffic is heavy, they would like to be able to operate all 4 of the exact change lanes automatically and have p, the proportion of cars using tokens, large enough so that disproportionately long queues do not build up in the manual lanes.
To determine what this discount should be, we first must determine the effect of the resulting p on system performance. We used the model to obtain queueing statistics for several situations, using an arrival rate to reflect a moderate rush hour. The mean transaction time for manual lanes (W/1AG) is approximately 10 seconds, and for automatic lanes (1/1uR) is approximately 8 seconds. X was chosen so that the traffic intensity of the system operating with all manual lanes would be p = X18AG = 0.95.
Using this level of system congestion, we looked at the effects of operating 3 of the 4 exact change booths automatically and 1 manually versus all 4 automatically, assuming a p value of either 0.52 or 0.75. (For the system with 4 exact change lanes, the system is unstable for p < 0.48.) For each set of system parameters, we computed the expected number of cars in queue, the overall expected delay, and the expected delays for each customer type, as well as the blocking probabilities for each customer type and the probability a that a car needing change is delayed while an automatic booth is available. This probability, given by a = Li<m j,n pij, is a good measure for assessing whether there is an adequate number of manual booths for the proportion of customers who require them.
The steady-state number of customers waiting in queue is given by The probability that a type R customer has a positive delay is the probability that all servers are busy and is given by p}) = X im E jln Pij The corresponding probability for a type G customer is the probability that all type G servers are busy and is given by plG) = =% n Pi; -
The results are shown in Table II . We observe that when only 52% of General-Use and Limited-Use Servers 181 cars have exact change, using all 4 automatic lanes results in significantly worse performance than using one of them as a manual booth. This result changes, however, when p increases to 0.75. With this proportion of exact change customers, operating all 4 exact change booths automatically results in improved system performance. Thus, for all 4 exact change booths to be used effectively, the discount would have to be large enough to result in close to 75% of cars having exact change. Another interesting observation is that when only 3 lanes are being operated automatically, and the proportion of cars with exact change increases from 0.52 to 0.75, the overall system performance does not 
